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THE ACTIVATION ENERGIES OF TEMPERATE SNOW 
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ABSTRACT. The temperature dependence of the high-frequency conductivity of snow was studied for 
eight samples in the range - lOOC to - 80°C. The activation en ergies for granula r snow varied from 0.60 eV 
a t temperatures d own to - 25°C to 0.24 eV at temperatures below - 25°C, a nd fo r dry snow from 0 .42 eV 
to 0. 18 eV in the sam e tempera ture ra nges. Dry snow samples had higher conductivities and lower activa tion 
energies than gra nul a r icy samples throughout the comple te temperature range. 

Volume and surfacc conduction processes were operative. At the higher temperatures above - 25°C 
volume conduction was a ttributed to Bj errum defect migration, while at lower temperatures Bj erTum 
conduction was replaced by ionic-defect conduction. Granula r samples which h ad experienced melting and 
refreezing on the surface of the crystals have a structural ch ange which decreased the ion ic-defect density 
a t the surface a nd lowered the sample conductivity. 

Above - 25°C, the ac tiva tion energies for granular icy snow were consis te nt with those for temperate 
g lacier ice and fo r laboratory single a nd polycrys ta lline ice samples, but was not in agreement with those of 
either polar snow o r ice. Below - 25°C, the activa tion energies for granular sn ow were consistent with those 
for temperate glacier ice, containing impurities, and for pola r snow a nd ice. F resh dry tempera te snow 
samples had lower activation energies than ill situ polar snow. 

RESUME. Energies d 'activation des echantillolls de lIeige temp'rie. La dependence avec la temperature de la 
conductivite ha ute frequence de la neige a e te etudiee avec huit echantillons d a ns le d omaine de temperature 
compTis entre - 10 et - 80°C. Les energies d' acti va tion pour la neige gran ul aire vari ent de 0,60 eV pour 
des temperatures superieures it - 25°C it 0,24 eV pour des tempera tures infe ri eures et, dans le cas de la 
neige seche, de 0,42 eV it 0,18 eV dans les m emes doma ines d e tempera ture. Les ech a ntillons de neige seche 
presentent une conductivite plus elevee et une energie d 'activa tion plus fa ibl e que les echantillons d e neige 
g ranulaire it toutes temperatures. 

D es processus d e conduction en volume e t en surface interviennent. Au-dessus de - 25°C, la conduction 
en volume est attribuee it la migration d es defauts de Bjerrum tandis qu'aux temperatures plus basses pre
domine la conductio n par defauts ioniques. Les echantillons gra nulaires qu i ont subi une fusion e t un regcl 
en surface, presentcnt un changement structura l correspondant it une decroissan ce d e la densite d e defauts 
ioniques it la surface e t, ains i, une dimin u tion de la conductivite. 

A u-dessus de - 25°C, les energies d'ac tivation de la neige g ra nulaire sont en accord avec cell es obsen 'ees 
dans le cas de la g lace d e glaciers temperes ou dans le cas d 'echantillons mono- ou pol ycristallins de g lace de 
la bora toire; clles sont, par contre, diffe rentes cle cell es obtenues avcc la neige ou la g lace polaire. Au-dessous 
d e - 25°C, les energies d' activa tion pour la neige granula ire sont en accord avec celles cle la glace d es g laciers 
temperes con tenant d es impuretes a insi qu 'avec cell es cle la neige et de la g lace pola ires. Les ech a ntillons 
d e n eige fraiche, temperee et seche presentent des energies cl 'acti va tion plus fa ibles que cell cs obtenues 
in situ dans le cas d e neige polaire. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Die AktivierulIgsenergien VOIl temperierten Schneeprobell. Die Temperaturabhangigkeit cler 
Hochfrequenzleitfa h igkeit von Schnce wurde an acht Prob en im Bereich von - 10°C bis - 80°C untersucht. 
Die Aktivierungsenergien reichten fur ka rnigen Schnee von 0,60 eV (bei Temperaturen bis herab z u - 25°C) 
bis zu 0,24 eV (bei Temperaturen unterhalb - 25°C) und fur trockcncn Schnee von 0,42 bis 0, 18 eV in 
denselben Temperaturbereichen. Trockene Schneeproben h a tten im gesamten Tempera turbereich h a here 
Leitfa higkeiten und niedrigere Aktivierungsenergien a ls ka rnige, eisa rtige Probe n . 

Es waren Volumen- und OberAachen leitfahigkeitsprozesse wirksam. Be i Temperaturen oberhalb 
- 25°C wurde die Volumenleitung d er Wanderung von Bjerrumfehlern z ugeschrieben, wah re nd bei 
nieclrigeren Temperaturen die Bjerrumfehlerleitung clurch l onenfchlcrl eitung ersetzt wurde. K a rnige 
Pro ben, d ie a n cl er KristalloberAache geschmolzen und wied er gefrOl·en waren, ze igte n einen Strukturw echscl, 
d er die Ionenfehlercl ichte an der OberAach c und die Leitfa higkeit der Probe erni ed rigte. 

Oberhalb - '25°C stimmte die Aktivierungsenergie fur ka rnigen, eisartigen Schnee mit d er fur tem
periertes Gletschereis und ein- und vielkrista lli nes Laboreis i.iberein, aber nicht mit der fur Polarschnee oder 
Po la reis. Unterha lb - 25°C stimmte di e Aktivierungsenergie fur kiirnigen Schn ee m it der fur temperiertes 
Gletschereis mit Verunreinigungen und cler fur Polarschnee und Polareis i.iberein . Frische, trockene, 
temperierte Schnceproben zeigten niedrigerc Akt ivicrungsen ergien a ls Pola rschn ee ill situ. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Glen and Paren ( 1975) in their review on the electrical properties of snow and ice stated 
that the dielectric properties of snow from temperate r egions have not usually been studied 
over a sufficiently wide temperature range to give good values of the activation energies for the 
conduction process. Without such d ata it is difficult to compare the electrical properties of 
temperate snow obtained under different conditions with those of either polar or temperate ice. 
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We therefore have investigated the variation in conductivity and activation energy for a 
limited number of snow samples in the range of temperature from about - rooC to -80°C. 
We measured the capacitance and the loss of a snow-filled capacitor using an a.c . bridge in 
the frequency range 0.5 kHz to 40 kHz and determined the real and imaginary parts Er' and 
Er" of the complex permittivity of the snow sample. It was assumed that the dispersion satisfied 
the Debye relaxation equations. The conductivities at high frequency of the ice component 
cri ranged from about 10- 4 Q - [ m - I at temperatures near the melting point to about 
10- 7 Q- I m- I at the lowest temperatures while the activation energy varied from about 
0.6 eVin the temperature range above - 25°C to about 0.2 eV in the lower temperature range. 
It was found also that the conductivity cri depended on the snow structure and history, so that 
for example, dry powder snow showed a higher conductivity than wet snow, granular icy 
snow, or crushed laboratory ice crystals. 

2. MEASUREMENTS 

Snow samples were collected locally between January and March 1977. The samples 
differed in their initial density on precipitation, texture, and grain size: they are listed in 
Table 1. They were transferred to a capacitor that had been cooled below the melting point 
of ice and were packed at the densities of Table 1. The wet snow samples 6 and 7 were precipi
tated at an air temperature close to o°C, the samples 1,2,3, and 8 at -5cC, and the samples 
4 and 5 at _ 8°C: all samples, except 6, were stored under refrigeration at - 5°C. Laboratory 
snow (9) consisted of relatively large crystals of crushed ice from an ice machine. 

TABLE I. HIGH FREQUENCY CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE 

Sample Snow description and age Density E, Ez a,o azo 
Mgm- 3 eV eV MQ- ' m - ' MQ- ' m- ' 

I New, dry, fine powder needles 0 . 14 0·49 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.03 30 6 
2 Same type: compressed needles. I week 0.40 0·43 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.02 120 28 
3 Same type and age as (2) 0.23 0·36± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.01 130 36 
4 Powder, similar to ( I ). 3 weeks 0.07 0·45 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02 90 24 
5 Powder as (4) . 9 weeks 0 . 12 0·35 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.01 50 21 
6 Damp new snow. 2h 0.19 0·37 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01 70 32 
7 Same origin as (6). Granular snow. 3 d 0.27 0.62 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 95 29 
8 Coarse granular icy firn. 4 d 0.14 0·59 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.01 85 18 
9 Laboratory crushed granular snow 0.06 0.60 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.02 75 12 

Mean values 

Unmelted snow ( [- 5) 0·42± 0.05 0.18 ± 0.02 84 ± 35 23 ± 10 
Refrozen snow (7- 9) 0.60 ± 0.01 0 .26 ± 0.01 85 ± 8 20 ± 7 
All samples 0·47 ± 0.1O 0.23 ± 0.04 83 ± 27 23 ± 9 

The capacitor consisted of four appropriately connected concentric hollow brass cylinders 
with an average separation of 0 .05 m and had an air capacitance of 123 ± 2 pF. The tempera
ture was read to ± 2 deg by a calibrated thermocouple inside the capacitor. The temperature 
of the snow-filled capacitor was varied by altering the rate at which the cold vapour from 
boiling liquid nitrogen passed round and through the capacitor. Measurements of capacitance 
and loss were taken with the capacitor both cooling and warming up, and were averaged to 
give values of Er' with an error of 5 % , and Er" with an error which varied from 6 % at high 
temperatures to 9 % at low temperatures where the error in loss tangent was larger. 

The Cole-Cole plots of Er" against Er' for the laboratory snow and the dry and icy natural 
snow samples showed at all temperatures, but particularly at temperatures near the melting 
point, a marked deviation from the semicircular plot predicted for a single Debye dispersion 
process. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for some typical dispersion curves at a constant tempera
ture of - 25°C for dry fine-grained snow (4) at a density of o. 18 Mg m- 3, new damp snow (6) 
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a t a density of 0.27 Mg m -J, a nd laboratory snow (9) at a d ensity of 0.06 Mg m- 3• Ionic 
impurity effects are known to be responsible for this d eviation a t low frequencies. The 
impurity content of our samples was not d etermined, but it appeared to be higher than that 
of the snows studied by Kuroiwa (1962) and K eeler (1969). However our data approximated 
to a semicircle at higher frequencies so that the domina nt Debye dispersion process with an 
appropriate activation energy was assumed to be operative in our samples . 
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Fig. I . Complex /;/alle /;ermiltivit,y p/otsfor dO' (4), wet (6 ), alld la bow/DIy (.9) Sl!Owsa / colls/allt temperature. Error bars (Ire 
shawl! at selected poill/s; frequel1cies are ill kH::. 

We m easured the conduc tivity in the hig h-frequency region. We checked that the con
ductivity of the labora tory snow at three consta nt temperatures, - l3°C, - 25 °C, and -30°C , 
was independent of frequen cy a bove about 10kHz: our results therefore were assumed to be 
comparable with those of other workers (for exa mple, see Glen a nd Pa ren 's ( [9 75) figure 2) . 
The temperature dependence of conductivity a lso gave similarly shaped logarithmic plots for 
a ll frequencies beyond 10kHz. H owever for some samples, su ch as (4) and (6) in Figure I , 

the conductivity was still frequency dependent up to the high est useable frequency of 30 kHz. 
All subsequent measurem ents were made at 20 kHz in orde r to compare the conductivities at 
the same frequency. A com pa rison of the Uzo values for the diffe l"ent snow samples a lso required 
that a suitable density correction be applied to bring their conductivities Uzos to those of a 
corresponding solid ice conductivity vzoi. Uzos was determined from the measured Er" values, 
and vzoi from a rela tionship (equation (10), Glen and P a r en , 1975) based on a Looyenga 
model for a mixture of ice a nd a ir (Looyenga, 1965). This relationship has empirical ap plica
bility to snow with low loss at frequencies a bove the domina nt ice relaxation spectrum ; it also 
holds for d .c. conduction in snow (Bentl ey, 1977) . Our a pproximation of using the measured 
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£r" value in a simple equation rather than using the complex permittivity of snow in a more 
general equation can lead to a 0"20i value smaller than it should theoretically be, but it gives 
a similar temperature dependence to the 0"20 i value obtainable with the full equation. We 
checked the validi ty of the Looyenga (1965) equation £!- r = v(q ! - r ) , where v is the 
density ratio of snow to solid ice, and £ and £1 are the complex permittivities of snow and solid 
ice for similar fine grained samples (1,2, 3, and 4) at a fixed temperature. A plot of £!- I 

against v at - 57°e gave a straight line that cut the v axis close to the origin at a density 
0 .010 Mg m - J, and gave a high frequency Er' value at the density of ice in agreement with the 
accepted £ 00 ' value for ice (Cough, 1972). The equation also held within the experimental 
error for a plot that used Er' instead of £, showing that the £r" contribution to £! was small. 
Our 0"20i approximation appears to be reasonable, and we consider the use of the Looyenga 
density correction to be justifiable for a comparison of the 0"20i values for fine-grained snow. 
It was assumed to hold for granular snow, but this assumption, together with our approxima
tion, should be remembered when considering the results of the next section. 

It was not possible to obtain the static conductivity O"os from the a.c. measurements due to 
the high impurity content. We studied the d.c. conductivity for a limited number of samples 
in a separate experiment. The conductivity was derived from the maximum transient current 

Te mp e ra t ure (' CI 

10- 1. ,..,-,,------'-.1 O'----_-.:;-20'----_-.:;-30'----_ -_ I.-r=0 _ _ -_5~0----5,..:c0-----7-'--O _ _ -_80- -..., 

1000 ( K_11 
T 

Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the COlldllCtivi!y of ice deduced from data ollfresh (I ) and aged (2-5) dry m ow sample 
plotted logarithmically against reciprocal absolute temperature. Error bars are shown at selected temperatures. 
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passing in about 0.5 s through a sample after a small d.c. voltage of the order of 1.5 V had 
been applied to the snow-filled capacitor. The transient effect m ay have been associated with 
charge polarization effects within the sample. It was not related to the usual conduction 
processes. It was mainly of interest because the conductivity showed an unexp ectedly marked 
and uniform temperature d ependence. 

3. RESULTS 

The conductivity O"zo of each of the listed snow samples was determined over the tempera
tu re range - rooe to - 80°C. Limited measurements were m a d e close to ooe due to the possible 
existence of free liquid water between the grain boundaries . The variation of O"zoi with 
temperature is shown in the logarithmic plots of O"zoi against the reciprocal absolute tempera
tures in Figures 2 and 3. The behaviour of fine-grained powder snow of different densities 
and ages is shown in Figure 2 , and that of granular snow is shown in Figure 3 . 

Each snow sample showed certain general characteristics. There were two distinct 
temperature regions. The conductivity decreased rapidly down to a temperature between 
-20oe and -goOe and then showed a more gradual decrease down to the lowest tempera
tures. Each temperature region gave a different activation energy linked with a different 

Temperat ure I ' C) 

- 70 -ao 

l 
j 

. 2 48 , 2 

Fig. 3. The temperature dependwce of the conductivity of ice deducedJrolll data 011 moist (6), wet alld refroZeII (7,8), and 
laboratory (9 ) S IlOW samples plolted logarithmically agaillst reciprocal temperature. Representative error bars are marked 
at certain jJoillts. 
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physical process responsible for the conduction. The activation energies and their errors 
were evaluated by means of a least-squares computer programme which calculated the 
gradient and standard deviation of the experimental points over the two temperature ranges 
in the logarithmic plots of 0'20i against the reciprocal temperature. The values are given in 
Table 1. 

Table I gives a brief description of the snow samples, the densities, the activation energies 
El and E2 corresponding to temperatures above and below - 25°C respectively, and the 0'20i 

conductivities, 0'1 ° and 0'2°, obtained by an extrapolation to ooe of the gradients of the two 
temperature regions of Figures 2 and 3. The 0'20i values at ooe, and at -20°C and - 50°C 
(not tabulated), enabled a comparison to be made of the conductivities of different snow types 
in the two temperature regions. The density values had an estimated 10% uncertainty due to 
inhomogeneous compression within the capacitor, while the extrapolated 0'1 ° and 0'2° values 
had average errors of 10 % and 5% respectively. Table I also gives the mean values for both 
the activation energies and extrapolated 0'20i values of the different snow types. 

The variation of 0'20i with temperature for fine-grained snow samples is shown in Figure 2. 
These samples had been precipitated, collected, and then stored at a temperature below o°C. 
They were free from any surface modifications caused by water, while any time-dependent 
intercrystalline metamorphism that leads to an ice network was modified during packing in 
the capacitor. The mean activation energies El and E2 were 0.42 ± 0.05 eV and o. r8 ± 0.02 eV. 
This value of E2 assumes a constant gradient over the temperature range: this is not strictly 
correct, since the points fitted a best line which had an increasing curvature towards the lowest 
temperatures. This effect is most marked with new snow ( I ) . Both El and E2 were indepen
dent of the sample age: they were lower than the activation energies derived from polar snow 
or firn. The extrapolated conductivities O'IU and 0'2° were similar to those of other snows. 
Both the conductivities 0'208 and 0'20i tended to increase with age. There were differences of 
O'zoi between the sets ( I , 2, 3) and (4, 5) that had different origins. The older samples (2, 3) 
with the same origin and age but with differing densities, had higher 0'20i values than n ew 
snow ( I ) at a ll temperatures. They themselves had nearly identical Uzoi values at low tempera
tures, but the lower-density snow (2) had a lower Uzoi value than (3) at temperatures above 
-50°C. However the situation was different with the set (4, 5) , where the younger and less 
dense snow (4) now had a higher 0'20i value at temperatures above - 30°C, and changed 
to having the lower, rather than an identical, O'zoi value to (5) at lower temperatures. Definite 
conclusions are uncertain with these limited sample numbers. The differences between the 
samples were partly due to the way the Looyenga equation was applied, but as will be noted 
later it a lso seems important to consider the role of absorbed and adsorbed impurities on the 
snow crystals in the conduction processes. 

The variation of O'zoi with temperature for coarser-grained snows is shown in Figure 3· 
The structure and texture of the natural snow samples had b een superficially modified by the 
formation and subsequent freezing of water on and between the crystals: (6) was fresh damp 
snow, (7) older coarser grained wet refrozen and stored snow, and (8) larger grains of icy firn 
that had thawed and refrozen before collection. The activation energies El and Ez of the 
slightly modified damp snow (6) were similar to those of unmelted samples (1- 5). The 
activation energies El ~ 0.6 eV and E2 ~ 0.25 eV of the modified natura l snow samples 
(7, 8) were the same as those for laboratory snow (9) . At temperatures above - 25°C the 
mean value El = 0.60 ± 0.05 eV for samples 7, 8, and 9 was similar to that for temperate 
glacier ice and laboratory single crystals . At temperatures below - 25°C the mean activatio n 
energy E2 = 0.26 ± 0.01 eV was similar to that obtainable from temperate glacier ice con
taining impurities (Glen and Paren, 1975, fig. 3) and of laboratory finely-ground ice aged in 
air (Paren and Glen, 1978) . It may be noted that both polar snow and ice have similar 
activation energies E2 ~ 0.24 eV (Glen and Paren, 1975, table I and figs 9 and 10 ; Fitzgerald 
and Paren, 1975). It was found tha t conductivity Uzoi oflaboratory snow (9) was lower than 
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that of natural snow (6, 7, and 8) . F or a ll samples (6- 9) 0"20 i increased with increasing d ensity 
a nd with decreasing grain size. T he greater the volume proportion of ice in the snow a nd the 
greater the surface a rea of the ice g ra ins, the greater was the conductivity. The modified icy 
samples (7, 8 a nd 9) showed the sam e O" 20i trends, while the behaviour of damp snow (6) had 
a lso some similarities to that of dry snows (1- 5). 

A comparison of the conductivities of unmelted samples (1- 5) and of melted and r efrozen 
samples (6- 9) showed some marked differences. Fresh d amp snow (6) had higher conductivi
ties 0"208 and 0"20 ; tha n new fine-grained dry snow ( I ) a t all tempera tures. T his was in agree
m en t with d. c. conductivity measurements on alpine snow and neve (K opp, 1962). A lthough 
the m oist snow crys ta ls were assumed to have a smaller total surface a rea than dry snow, the 
m a in effect of surface modification associated with a water film formed temporarily on the 
crystals was to increase 0"20; ' Any d ecrease in surface area of damp snow was more than 
ba la nced by an increase in the surface impurity content a nd hence in U 2 0 ; ' On the other h a nd 
the ageing of the samples had little effect in the hig her temperature r egion, but it increased 
U 20 i for unmelted samples (2- 5) a nd decreased 0"20 i for modified samples (7- 9) in the lower 
tempera ture region . This was consisten t with the a dsorption of impurities such as CO 2 on 
the surface, in which for unmelted snows the total surface area r emained approxima tely 
consta nt but was greater than tha t of the modified snows. 

The d .c. measurements of the temperature dep endence of the conductivity gave some 
anom alously higher " activation energies" in the range - 4°C to - 20°C . The values m easured 
to ± 0.05 eV were 1. 33 eV for compressed dry snow (2), 1.25 eV for moist snow (6) , a nd 
2.06 e V for labora tory snow (9) . These large "activation energies" were higher tha n those 
of the order of 0.8 e V found by Kopp (1962) for d .c . surface conduction in a quasi-fluid film 
on the grains in a lpine snows a nd neve. They were associated with values of u so ~ 10 

MQ- I m- I and wi th Looyenga d ensity-corrected Ui values tha t were greater tha n those 
m easured by Kopp or listed in T a ble 1. The uncorrected conductivity u s of dry snow (2) was 
higher than tha t of either damp snow (6) or laboratory snow (9) at a ll temperatures. These 
effects were rela ted to transient sp ace-charge currents in the samples. 

4. DISCUSSION 

W e discuss our r esults qualita tively in terms of the m a in conduc tion processes that occur 
in the ice crystals. 

I t is considered tha t the varia tion of the dielectric permi ttivity of an ice crystal with 
frequency in the hig her audio-frequency range is governed primarily by a simple Debye-type 
dispersion. T he dispersion parameters are determined by the conduc tivi ties tha t result from 
the combined movem ent of the D a nd the L Bjerrum defects and the ionic H30 + and OH
defects through the ice lattice. The permittivity is associa ted with the rotation of m olecules 
caused by the migra tion of Bjerrum defects between adjacent bonds in the crysta l. The 
conductivity is rel a ted to the movement of protons that cause the ionic d efects to migra te a long 
the linking bonds in the ice structure. T he presence of dissolved ionic impurities in the la ttice 
cha nges both the number of these io nic defects a nd their activation energy. They can a lso 
cha nge the rela tive numbers of Bj errum and the ionic defects so tha t their respective roles 
can be reversed in the conduction process. If this ha ppens the ionic d efects then becom e the 
m aj ority carriers a nd are responsible for the permittivity while the Bj errum defects becom e the 
minority carriers in the conduction process. It is assumed that the conduction in both ice 
a nd snow is associa ted with these processes, although this is complicated in snow by the surface 
conduction outside a nd between the individual snow grains. The surface conduction must 
opera te in parallel with the volume conduction process within the crys tal itself. 

W e apply these ideas of our resu lts. We conclude tha t the tempera ture dependence of the 
conductivity showed tha t the importa nce ofBjerrum-d efect conduction a t temperatures below 
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the melting point decreased towards the lower temperatures, while at the same time the 
importance of the ionic-defect conduction increased so that it dominated conduction at the 
lowest temperatures. This change in the relative importance of the conduction mechanisms 
took place at a temperature close to that associated with the change in the activation energy. 
These changes have been seen previously in certain laboratory ice experiments (Camp and 
others, 1969) and with polar ice samples (Paren, 1973). 

Our results in the low-temperature region showed that a crucial factor in \ he conduction 
of a snow sample was the grain size a nd hence the number of separate crystals pel unit volume. 
While it was not possible to know whether these changes in grain size altered the number 
density of the defects or the mobilities of the Bj errum and ionic d efects , or wen. due to the 
migration of some other non-equilibrium defects such as dislocations, it may b e explained 
qualitatively by considering the role of the surface of the crystals in the various sam ·Ies. Dry 
fine-grained crystalline snow samples had a larger surface area than the wet modified snow 
samples. The surface area was reduced by the melting of the surface of the samples and the 
freezing of the superficial water in snow. It is suggested that the adsorption of impurities from 
the atmosphere and their diffusion into the crystal increased the impurity concentration, and 
the resultant increase in the ionic defect concentration contributed to the increase in the 
conductivity . The existence of a surface itself m ay also contribute to the generation of the 
higher-mobility Bjerrum L defects and so lead to the higher conductivity of the sample, 
a lthough the role of both types of Bjerrum d efec ts will have decreased at the temperatures 
where the surface effects had become more noticeable. 

The effect of temperature on the number of ionic defects was to decrease their concentra
tion a t low temperatures. This showed up as a tendency for the activation energy to increase 
at the lowest temperatures. Such effects have been observed in pure ice by Camp and others 
(1969), who observed that the d.c. conductivity was independent of temperature down to 
a bou t - 50°C and then fell sharply at lower temperatures. The increase in the conductivity 
with the age of a snow sample suggested that the concentra tion of ionic defects or impurities 
or both increased with time. 

The importance of surface impurities should b e considered also in the d.c. measurements. 
They indicated that if the current depended on the impurities then the impurity conten t of dry 
unmodified snow was higher than that of wet modified or laboratory snow. Similar effects 
have been observed in natural snow (Kopp, 1962 ) , and by Camp and others (1969) in labora
tory experiments on thin ice rods with deliberate surface contamina tion. Camp a nd others 
suggested that the simul taneous occurrence of their high conductivities and hig h activation 
energies might be due to a disordered region close to the surface with a high conduc tivity and 
a temperature-dependent thickness. If such a process had contributed to our transient 
measurements, the changing geom etry of such a surface region might have altered the con
ductivity by ionic defects and hence accounted for the anomalously high activation energy. 
The role of surface impurities needs to be investigated in further tra nsient-current exp eriments. 

Our a .c. and d. c. measurements indicated tha t the properties of the crystal and grain 
surfaces and the role of impurities were important in the mechanism of conduction in snow. 
A comparison of temperate and polar snows showed that they have similar ionic-defect 
conduction properties at low temperatures. The m ain difference between the equilibrium 
properties of temperate and polar snow appeared to be the presence of a Bj errum defect 
conduction process with a higher activation energy at temperatures close to the m elting point 
in temperate snow and the absence of this process in polar snow. 
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